
BESPOKE—HANDMADE—HANDPAINTED 
INDIVIDUALLY MADE FOR YOU 



At Reno Designs, we are a family, as such 

we treat our customers as family. 

 

All of our furniture is made to order, each in-

dividual cabinet is tailored for you with your 

requirements in mind.  

Combining over 20 years experience in cabi-

net making, our experts make sure to produce 

nothing but the best quality furniture. 

 

Starting with the design of your cabinets, 

then the functionality including storage solu-

tions, space awareness, taking into considera-

tion all aspects of the room, we are able to 

create the ideal design catered directly for 

your personality. 

 

We guarantee and promise whether you have 

a kitchen or wardrobe, the beautifully hand-

crafted cabinetry will be something to be 

proud of! 



Each cabinet is handmade at our very own Kent 

workshop situated in south east part of the UK. We 

build to your required size, no standard units, each unit 

can be adjusted to the millimeter in any direction—

height, depth and width.  

 

We use only premium FSC graded 

materials which are products that  

have been sourced responsibly 

from well-managed forests and/or 

recycling sources. 



We only use solid hardwoods for a frames and doors, showing the  

natural grain of the wood after being painted—a feature that brings 

out the colour and complexity of any cabinetry. 

As for our carcasses, we use a real Oak veneer MDF which is the 

highest quality when it comes to  

sturdiness and guaranteed to outlast other materials 

Materials 

Choose from a smooth finish paint job or a grain effect 



Cabinetry Character 
At Reno Designs, we offer different styles of  

cabinetry to suit you, whether you are 

looking for a traditional look or  

contemporary look, we can offer it all. 

 

From our Pure Range to our Elite Range 

there is something that will suit any  

character of the house and family. 

Our Pure Range consists of a sleek looking 

framed units with a shaker door design 

Our Elite Range is suited best for those 

who want a more elegant but traditional 

design—designed with a bead running 

along the frame—one of our most popular options 

We have a range of doors we are able to offer  

including—slab doors, pure shaker doors, beaded 

shaker doors, push to open, handless cabinetry and 

many more 

 

enquire today to create your dream cabinet! 



Choosing a colour 

Choosing a colour has never been easier—we are able to col  

our match our specialised cabinetry paint with any colour 

you would like—you can be brave with blues or elegant with 

greys.    

 

 

All of our furniture is hand painted so you never need to 

change your kitchen ever again, want to change the colour? 

Just paint it. This allows you to keep updated with the 

evolving trends which can change the look of the room with-

out having to spend a fortune replacing the cabinetry. 

 



Pure Shaker 

 

 

Our pure shaker represents a timeless classic 

that is loved by many with a versatile design, 

clean lines and balanced proportions. The  

ultimate seamless piece of furniture. 

 

but what is shaker furniture? 

 

“Shaker furniture is a distinctive style 

of furniture developed by the United Society of 

Believers in Christ's Second Appearing,  

commonly known as Shakers, a religious sect 

that had guiding principles of simplicity, utili-

ty and honesty. Their beliefs were reflected in 

the well-made furniture of minimalist designs” 

 

 









Elite Shaker  

At Reno Designs, we try and innovate, with this being said, we offer a selection of different designs 

that would suit your needs. Our Elite shaker offers a traditional style with intricate beading. 





Functionality 

We carefully plan your kitchen which is always made to suit 

your needs. We will design with functionality and practicality 

with inspirational storage designs for you to utilise the space 

you have as much as possible 



From drawer inserts to glass 

holders above a kitchen sink—

we can make it all! 



Bespoke  

Joinery 

 

Not only do we do kitchens, bedrooms and 

vanity units, we are also able to provide you 

with bespoke joinery services 

Don’t be shy to ask! 

 

 

Just because we might not have it on display 

does not mean we don’t do it 





Push to open doors 



Bathrooms 

We offer unique and stylish ways for you to make your bathroom look and feel 

as comfortable as possible allowing you to maximise storage capacity while 

holding on to the practicality. 

 



Design  

With a dedicated designer from 

Reno Designs, we are able to 

transform your dream into your  

reality. 
Starting with a free consultation, we will explore your con-

cepts and transform them into detailed drawings which will 

include a 3D rendering, plans, elevations and a tailored to 

you quotation for your beautiful furniture. 

 

Once you entrust us, the designer will answer any and all 

questions and will be your main point of contact throughout 

the whole experience. We will help inspire your choices, add 

input and suggestions of how you can better your space and 

design. We will carry out multiple on site consultations to 

take measurements to make sure every millimeter in your 

space is accounted for so that you can fully utilise every as-

pect of the furniture. 





Get in touch! 

Visit our showroom at: 

367 Upper Richmond Road West 

East Sheen 

Richmond 

SW14 7NX  

 

 

 

 

Contact us via: 

Email: Sales@renodesigns.co.uk 

Phone: 020 8091 5392 

Website: www.renodesigns.co.uk 

Find us on social media 


